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Once you have initiated the process of painting your home, 
there may be several weeks of waiting time for necessary 
house repairs and contractor availability. Use this time to learn 
about paint products and their differences, paint-related health 
issues, color palettes and trends, and homeowner association 
requirements. Create a computer folder or physical file where 
you can keep all your information in one place. You can use the 
topics below as file labels.

1. Magazines and websites: At home improvement centers, 
bookstores, and online you can purchase decorating 
publications that show current trends in room colors and 
palettes. Libraries often have many months of back issues 
of the same decorating magazines. Decorating magazines 
and paint companies also have great websites about using 
the color wheel and color palettes. Some sites let you 
upload room photos and try out color schemes in your 
own virtual rooms.

2. Family input: Once the adults have selected one or two 
color palettes, sit down with family members to learn more 
about the colors they prefer in their rooms. One option is 
to suggest lighter or more intense tones of your preferred 
palettes in individual bedrooms. Have members write 
down two different color ideas that they like to coordinate 
a flow of compatible colors throughout the house.

3. Neighborhood research: If you’re painting the exterior of 
your house, be open to changing colors. It’s like moving 
to a new home without the hassles of packing! Look at the 
homes on your street and choose a different color that 
you like. Keeping color a bit on the subtle side may make 
it attractive to you for a longer time, unless you live in an 
area where bolder colors dominate. In a neighborhood 
of earthier colors, consideration for your neighbors and 
your own property values may suggest that you instead 
use that vivid lavender or neon yellow that you love in a 
favorite interior room. Outside, choose a color that blends 
well with the rest of the homes on the block. Of course if 
you live in a more rural area, you have few restrictions.

4. Homeowner association requirements: Neighborhoods 
with homeowners’ associations usually have an 
architectural review committee and color guidelines. 
Color samples for both siding and trim must be submitted 
for approval. Do this five or six weeks ahead of work 
commencement, as review committees often meet only 
monthly. Be sure to get the association color guidelines 
before buying test-size cans of potential colors. Then 
paint large swatches (at least 4 by 6 feet) of several color 
candidates on sunny and shady sides of your home’s siding 
and trim. Look at them for three or four days. Decide 
on your favorite combination for siding and trim -- and 
possible alternates -- before submitting them for approval. 
Investing in test colors helps avoid costly mistakes.
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brand can change quality when there’s a new formula. 
Getting current recommendations from unbiased 
consumer guidelines can be very helpful. Learn about 
all the important attributes of paint and stain so you 
can specify the specific paint brand, product line, sheen 
and number of coats (two!) in your contract. Painters 
often have their favorite supplier or brand. Make sure its 
ratings match your choices if you’re willing to substitute.

Armed with a heightened awareness of color preferences 
and local requirements, you can feel confident about 
plunging in to an exciting new color scheme. 

5. Paint basics: Alkyd or latex paint? Flat or glossy sheen? 
Opaque, semi-opaque, or clear stains? What about a 
paint or stain’s contribution to pollution, allergies and 
respiratory effects? And is brand loyalty an easy answer? 
Consumer Reports online has lengthy no-log-in articles 
about all of these subjects based on their laboratory and 
real-life testing. But some brief answers are: No paint is 
entirely free of volatile organic compounds (VOC) that add 
to pollution and health problems. The colorants contribute 
more VOCs than the base paint itself, which is often white. 
Flat sheens, which hide surface flaws, are usually used 
for exterior siding and walls in living areas. Semi-gloss 
and glossy finishes are used for moisture and mildew-
prone exterior trim plus interior kitchens, baths, laundries 
and basements. Both flat and glossy paints withstand 
cleaning quite well. Paints hold up better than stains, and 
opaque stains better than semi-opaque or clear. Clear 
finishes allow natural wood colors to weather, but need 
more frequent applications. As for brand loyalty, paint 
formulas change frequently to meet government VOC 
standards. A particular product line from your favorite 


